Here is the High School (Gymnasio-Lykeio) Anatolia College English Department booklist for 2012-13, by form (class) and teacher. To find out who your teacher is, please call 2310-398-317.

First form (proti gymnasiou):

For teachers: Gateley, O’Connor, Roupakia

Oxford First Certificate Masterclass Student Book
plus Oxford First Certificate Masterclass Workbook
and (optional, but recommended) Oxford First Certificate Masterclass Companion.

For teachers: Pappas, Koliai, Derluyn, Lymbou, Hondropoulos, Ralls

American Headway 3 Student’s Book (Oxford, SECOND EDITION, 2009)
plus American Headway 3 Workbook (also SECOND EDITION)

2nd form (deftera gymnasiou):

For teachers: Roupakia, Gateley, Lymbou, Parissi (B’ Gym. only), Koliai,
Note: many but not all students will already have these books from last year

Oxford First Certificate Masterclass Student Book
plus Oxford First Certificate Masterclass Workbook
and (optional, but recommended) Oxford First Certificate Masterclass Companion.

plus (in January, 2013)
New Trends Student Book (Burlington)
New Trends Workbook (Burlington)
and (optional, but recommended) New Trends Companion (Burlington)

For teachers: Kostopoulou, Parissi (A’ Gym. only), Holland, O’Connor, Andoniou

*World Pass Upper Intermediate (Thompson EFL) Student book
ISBN 0-8384-0669-6
plus *World Pass Upper Intermediate Workbook (Thompson EFL)
ISBN 0-8384-2567-4
3rd form (triti gymnaíou):

*For teachers: Gateley, Lymbou, Roupakia, Parissi (B’ side only)
*World Pass Advanced (Thompson EFL) Student book
plus World Pass Advanced Workbook (Thompson EFL)

*For teachers: Hondropoulos, Derluyn, Kostopoulou, Parissi (A’ side only)
Note: most students will already have these books from last year
New Trends Student Book (Burlington)
New Trends Workbook (Burlington)
and (optional, but recommended) New Trends Companion (Burlington)

4th form (proti lykeióu)

*For teachers: Scott, Ziglina, Derluyn, Hondropoulos, Koliai
*American Headway 5 (Oxford)
(optional) American Headway 5 Workbook

*For teachers: Marshall, Pappas, Lymbou
Oxford Proficiency Masterclass (Oxford, 2002 edition with the pink cover, not the 2012 edition with the blue cover!)
   ISBN 978-0194329125
recommended, but optional: Oxford Proficiency Masterclass Companion (Oxford)
   ISBN 0194329232

5th form (deftera lykeiou)

*For all teachers:
A World of Fiction, ed. Sybil Marcus (Pearson/ Longman, 2006)
   ISBN 013-1946366